Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have identified many genetic factors underlying complex human traits. However, these factors have explained only a small fraction of these traits' genetic heritability. It is argued that many more genetic factors remain undiscovered. These genetic factors likely are weakly associated at the population level and sparsely distributed across the genome. In this paper, we adapt the recent innovations on Tukey's Higher Criticism (Tukey to SNP-set analysis of GWAS, and develop a new theoretical framework in large-scale inference to assess the joint significance of such rare and weak effects for a quantitative trait. In the core of our theory is the so-called detection boundary, a curve in the two-dimensional phase space that quantifies the rarity and strength of genetic effects. Above the detection boundary, the overall effects of genetic factors are strong enough for reliable detection. Below the detection boundary, the genetic factors are simply too rare and too weak for reliable detection. We show that the HC-type methods are optimal in that they reliably yield detection once the parameters of the genetic effects fall above the detection boundary and that many commonly used SNP-set methods are suboptimal. The superior performance of the HC-type approach is demonstrated through simulations and the analysis of a GWAS data set of Crohn's disease.
Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have identified many genetic factors underlying complex human traits. However, these factors have explained only a small fraction of these traits' genetic heritability. It is argued that many more genetic factors remain undiscovered. These genetic factors likely are weakly associated at the population level and sparsely distributed across the genome. In this paper, we adapt the recent innovations on Tukey's Higher Criticism (Tukey [The Higher Criticism (1976) Princeton Univ.]; Donoho and Jin [Ann. Statist. 32 (2004) 962-994] ) to SNP-set analysis of GWAS, and develop a new theoretical framework in large-scale inference to assess the joint significance of such rare and weak effects for a quantitative trait. In the core of our theory is the so-called detection boundary, a curve in the two-dimensional phase space that quantifies the rarity and strength of genetic effects. Above the detection boundary, the overall effects of genetic factors are strong enough for reliable detection. Below the detection boundary, the genetic factors are simply too rare and too weak for reliable detection. We show that the HC-type methods are optimal in that they reliably yield detection once the parameters of the genetic effects fall above the detection boundary and that many commonly used SNP-set methods are suboptimal. The superior performance of the HC-type approach is demonstrated through simulations and the analysis of a GWAS data set of Crohn's disease.
for only a small proportion of overall genetic contribution to many complex traits [Kraft and Hunter (2009) , McCarthy et al. (2008) ]. The remaining genetic factors to be detected likely have weak associations at the population level and are relatively rare among the huge number of candidates in the whole genome [Goldstein (2009) , Wade (2009)] . Besides the efforts to increase sample size and improve disease classification, it is desirable to develop statistical methods that more effectively detect these rare and weak genetic signals not yet discovered.
Two types of statistical association methods are commonly used to analyze GWAS data: (1) single-SNP methods that analyze the associations between a trait and individual SNPs, and (2) SNP-set methods that study the associations between a trait and sets of SNPs. SNP-set methods were expected to be more promising than single-SNP methods from a biological perspective. Since multiple SNPs within the same gene, pathway or other physical and functional genomic segment could jointly affect disease risk, joint analysis of a set of such SNPs may better reveal the underlying mechanisms of complex traits than individual SNPs do. In the past years, many SNP-set methods have been proposed [Ballard, Cho and Zhao (2010) , Hoh and Ott (2003) , Hoh, Wille and Ott (2001) , Li et al. (2009) , Luo et al. (2010) , Mukhopadhyay et al. (2010) , Peng et al. (2009) , Wang and Abbott (2008) , Wang, Li and Bucan (2007) , Yang, Hsieh and Fann (2008) ]. Despite the encouraging progress in the literature, there lacks a statistical foundation for when and why the SNP-set methods would outperform single-SNP methods. In fact, some SNP-set methods are not automatically better, as we will show in this paper. At the same time, it is critical to know the limit of any statistical association methods, as well as the "best" of the methods, especially when genetic effects are rare and weak.
In this paper, we approach these problems from a statistical perspective. For a set of L SNPs of n individuals, we consider an additive genetic model
that is frequently used in GWAS [Kraft and Hunter (2009) ]. The linear model is likely an oversimplification but we develop our ideas for this one first. See further comments in Section 7. Here Y = (Y 1 , . . . , Y n ) ′ is the trait vector, and X j = (X 1j , . . . , X nj ) ′ is the genotype vector of the jth SNP, 1 ≤ j ≤ L. The error term ε = (ε 1 , . . . , ε n ) ′ ∼ N (0, σ 2 I) is independent of the genotypes and can be used to represent other genetic and environmental variations [Falconer, Mackay and Frankham (1996) ]. The variance parameter σ 2 is usually unknown and needs to be estimated. The coefficient vector β = (β 1 , β 2 , . . . , β L ) ′ is unknown to us, but is presumably rare in the sense that only a few of the coordinates of β are nonzero. We call the jth coordinate of β a "signal" if β j = 0 and otherwise a "noise." The term "rare signal" should not be confused with "rare genetic variation." Signal rarity is the sparsity among features, but rare genetic variation is the sparsity among samples. In the literature, while signal rarity is well defined, signal weakness is a much more vague notion. As we will show below, signal weakness may result from weak genetic effect, small sample size and/or small genetic variation. Signal weakness is one of the main challenges in analyzing big data, such as GWAS data: The signals are generally very subtle and hard to find, and it is easy to be fooled.
Statistical literature on linear regression modeling has focused largely on the goal of separating the signals from the noise [Ayers and Cordell (2010) , Guan and Stephens (2011), Hoggart et al. (2008) , Wu et al. (2009), Xie, Cai and Li (2011)] . While this goal may provide a perfect solution, it is hard to reach due to a high demand for strong signals and is often not necessary in GWAS practice either. Thus, in this paper, we are primarily interested in the problem of signal detection, where the goal is to discover the associated SNP-sets rather than to identify the individually associated SNPs.
To understand why signal detection is important, from a statistics point of view it can be shown that given a rarity level of the signals there is a threshold effect on the signal strength. That is, signals falling under such a threshold cannot be separated from noise: for any procedure the sum of the number of signals that are misclassified as noises and the number of noises that are misclassified as signals cannot get substantially smaller than the number of signals. Nonetheless, in many cases while signal rarity and signal strength prohibit us to separate the signals from the noise, the numerous rare and weak effects can be combined and utilized in a meaningful way to solve many challenging problems including, but not limited to, signal detection, classification and clustering. This challenge has been successfully met, for example, in Jin (2004, 2008) , Jin and Wang (2013) . From the genetics point of view, the signal detection problem is of major interest in the GWAS because the primary target of GWAS is to screen and allocate the informative genome regions, such as genes, which are more natural genomic functional units than individual SNPs. Furthermore, to validate associations, such positive regions will be further studied and individual SNP effects can still be discovered by refined and reliable experimental methods.
The signal detection problem in the model (1) can be reformulated as a joint hypothesis testing problem where H 0 is
that is, no association exists between the trait and the SNP sets, against an alternative hypothesis H 1 that the trait is associated with a small fraction of SNPs in the sets
See Donoho and Jin (2004) for the subtlety of this problem, where the focus was on a Stein's normal means model, which is much simpler than the model considered here. Our study contains two key components: the detection boundary for signal detection and the statistic of Higher Criticism. We now discuss two components separately.
The detection boundary can be viewed as a way to address the fundamental capability and limit of SNP-set methods. In the two-dimensional phase space calibrating the signal rarity and signal strength, the detection boundary is a curve that separates the region of impossibility from the region of possibility. In the region of impossibility, the signals are so rare and weak that it is impossible to separate H 1 from H 0 . That is, even for the most powerful method available, the signals are so rare and weak that it would have the sum of types I and II error rates to be almost 1. In the region of possibility, it is possible to separate H 1 from H 0 , and there exists a procedure whose sum of types I and II error rates is approximately 0.
The study of the detection boundary has two merits. First, the detection boundary is provided as a function of the rarity and strength of genetic effects, the SNP-set size, the sample size, the error variance and the allele frequency, and thus simultaneously reveals the roles of these factors in gene-hunting. The result is applicable to genetic association studies of both common and rare genetic variants, the latter are the main target of finding the missing genetic factors using deep sequencing technologies [Ansorge (2009 ), Mardis (2008 , Metzker (2010) ]. Second, the detection boundary can serve as a benchmark for evaluating different SNP-set methods. In particular, note that any procedure will partition the aforementioned phase spaces into two regions: a region of possibility and a region of impossibility. We say a method achieves the optimal phase diagram if it partitions the twodimensional phase space in exactly the same way as the optimal procedure does. As a result, for any procedure we can assess its optimality by investigating whether it achieves the optimal phase diagram.
Higher Criticism (HC) is a notion that goes back to Tukey (1976) , and it was shown in Arias-Castro, Candès and Plan (2011), Donoho and Jin (2004) , Hall and Jin (2008 , 2010 ), Ingster, Tsybakov and Verzelen (2010 that HC is useful in detecting very rare and weak effects. However, these works deal with models different from the genetic model (1), and it is unclear whether the HC continues to behave well for the setting considered here. The genetic model is new in several aspects. First, the covariates are genotype data, rather than standardized or Gaussian variables. Second, the conditions for correlations among covariates, that is, the linkage disequilibrium structure, are better placed on the population correlations, rather than on the empirical correlations. Third, the error variance is realistically considered as unknown and needs to be estimated, rather than being assumed as known.
In this paper we adapt the HC to detect rare and weak genetic effects in a SNP-set analysis context. With substantial efforts, we work out the exact detection boundary associated with the genetic model (1). We propose a realistic HC procedure for analyzing real GWAS data and show that it achieves the optimal phase diagram in a rather broad context. We provide theoretical comparisons between HC and the several most commonly used SNP-set methods. Somewhat surprisingly, these well-known SNP-set methods do not achieve the optimal phase diagram for rare and weak signals. We further demonstrate the superiority of the HC-type methods with simulated data and real data.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we set up the genetic model and provide the detection boundary for rare and weak genetic effects. In Section 3 an HC procedure is proposed to reach the optimal detection boundary for rare and weak genetic signals. In Section 4 we discuss the connections of HC to False Discovery Rate (FDR) controlling methods. We show in Section 5 that some commonly used SNP-set based methods cannot reach the best detection boundary, and thus are not optimal. In Section 6 we compare various methods through numerical simulations and the analysis of a GWAS data of Crohn's disease. In Section 7 we discuss relevant theoretical and practical issues. The proofs of the main theoretical results, the fundamental lemmas and their proofs, as well as the supplementary figures and tables, are given in the online supplementary material [Wu et al. (2014) ].
2. Genetic model and detection boundary. In this section we characterize the detection boundary by introducing a theoretical framework.
We write in model (1)
so that X kj is the genotype of the jth SNP for the kth individual, where 1 ≤ j ≤ L, 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Let the minor allele A j of the jth SNP have a minor allele frequency (MAF) of q j . We assume q j > q > 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ L, for some constant q. We use the copy number of minor alleles to code the SNP genotype, which follows a binomial distribution under the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) [Mendel (1866) , Pearson (1904) , Yulh (1902) ]
In some genetic association studies, the individuals are assumed to be independent, that is, X k 1 j and X k 2 l are independent for any k 1 = k 2 . However, the dependency among SNPs, called linkage disequilibrium (LD), is a critical feature in GWAS data. We characterize the LD structure by the correlation matrix Σ = Σ L×L among X k1 , . . . , X kL . For γ > 0 and ∆ > 0, let S L (γ, ∆) = {Σ : each row of Σ has no more than (3) ∆ elements exceeding γ in magnitude}. With an appropriately small γ and a moderately large ∆, a matrix Σ in S L (γ, ∆) can be interpreted as sparse, in the sense that each row of Σ has relatively small coordinates. This setup has been studied in the theoretical statistics literature [Arias-Castro, Candès and Plan (2011)] , and is relatively general and flexible for GWAS because the large correlations are allowed between SNPs far from each other. In Section 5 we will also consider another setup for Σ, where the correlation decays polynomially as the SNP distance increases.
We develop a theoretical framework where we use L as the driving asymptotic parameter, and other parameters are tied to L through fixed parameters. In particular, we model the sample size n by
As L grows to ∞, n L grows to ∞ as well. n L can be either larger than or smaller than L; both cases are common in recent GWAS.
Next, fixing 1/2 < α < 1 which we call the rarity parameter, we model the number of associated SNPs by
so that the fraction of signals tends to 0 as L → ∞. In our calibrations, K L ≪ √ L and the signals are very rare. Seemingly, this is a very subtle situation. In contrast, the case 0 < α < 1/2 is both easier to analyze and less relevant to the major challenge of the genetic association study, so we omit the discussion on that. See, for example, Arias-Castro, Candès and Plan (2011), Donoho and Jin (2004) .
At the same time, let M * ≡ {j 1 , . . . , j K } be the support of β (or, equivalently, the set of SNPs associated with Y ), and let b j be the sign of β j :
where sgn(x) = 0, 1, −1 if x = 0, x > 0, and x < 0, respectively. From a practical view, the locations and the directions of the genetic effects are usually unknown, so we assume the "worst-case" scenario and model b j and M * as completely random. In other words, for any fixed indices i 1 < i 2 < · · · < i K , we assume
and that given j ∈ M * ,
with equal probabilities, (7) and
Moreover, let τ j be the normalized strength of genetic effect at index j by
where we note 2nq
Together with the following results, the detection boundary illustrates how sample size n, group size L, error deviation σ, genetic effects β j and MAF q j simultaneously determine the detectability of the genetic signals through a specific function. For example, for rare variants with reduced q j , the magnitude of their genetic effects β j need to increase in the same order of q j (1 − q j ) to keep the same level of detectability. This result is valuable for providing a guideline for gene detection in practice.
In the literature [Arias-Castro, Candès and Plan (2011), Donoho and Jin (2004) , Ingster (2002) ], it is understood that the most delicate case is for all j ∈ M * ,
In fact, if τ j ≫ 2 log(L) for all j ∈ M * , then the detection problem is easy and many crude methods can give successful detection. On the other hand, if τ j ≪ 2 log(L) for all such j, then it is impossible to separate H 1 from H 0 and all methods must fail. In light of this, we recalibrate τ j through a so-called strength parameter r j by
where r j = O(1) if j ∈ M * and r j = 0 otherwise. Write r = (r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r L ) ′ . We have the following definition.
Definition. We call (4)- (9) the Asymptotic Rare and Weak model ARW(a, α, r).
The following notation is frequently used in this paper.
Definition. A test statistic is said to have asymptotically full power if the sum of its type I and type II error rates converges to 0 for some critical value. A test statistic is said to be asymptotically powerless if the sum of its type I and type II error rates converges to 1 for any critical value.
We are now ready to spell out the precise expression of the detection boundary. The detectability of genetic association between a set of SNPs and a trait depends on both the proportion of associated SNPs and the strength of the genetic effects. The sharp detection boundary (i.e., with the exact constant) relates the rarity and the strength of the genetic effects by in the phase space, where
The first main conclusion of this paper is that for any fixed α ∈ (1/2, 1), if
then the genetic effects are merely so rare and weak that it is impossible to separate H 1 from H 0 asymptotically: all statistical tests are asymptotically powerless! Later in Section 3, we show that if there are at least L −α proportion of genetic effects having r j > r * (α), there exist statistical methods, such as the HC approach to be discussed, that can reliably detect the genetic signal with asymptotically full power.
To rigorously describe our theoretical results, the technique conditions for asymptotic analysis are summarized as follows. These assumptions indicate that the SNP correlation matrix Σ is sparse and guarantee thatΣ has the same property as Σ:
(A1) The number of large correlations in each row of Σ is assumed to be ∆ = O(L ε ) for all ε > 0.
(A2) The correlation γ in (3) and the L-n relative value γ ′ = log L n satisfy some of the following conditions in different theorems for required levels of sparsity of Σ:
Theorem 1. Consider the genetic model setup in (1)-(9). Under assumptions (A1) and (A2.1), all tests are asymptotically powerless if r j < r * (α), j ∈ M * .
By equations (5) and (8)- (9), for a given proportion of true SNPs L −α , the detection boundary in (10) implies the boundaries of detectability for the genetic effects β j , as well as for the genetic heritability of the trait-the proportion of total trait variation due to genetic variation: For easy visualization of these boundaries, consider a special case where |β j | = β for j ∈ M * and q j = 0.3 for all j. The solid lines in Figure 1 illustrate the detection boundary regarding the genetic effect β (left panel) and the detection boundary regarding the heritability (right penal) over a range of the proportion of associated SNPs corresponding to αfrom 0.999 to 0.499.
3. Higher Criticism procedures for gene detection. The Higher Criticism (HC) procedure has been studied for the Gaussian mean model and regression model with Gaussian design matrix and known error variance [Arias-Castro, Candès and Plan (2011), Donoho and Jin (2004) , Jin (2010), Ingster, Tsybakov and Verzelen (2010)] . Under the genetic model setup in (1)- (9), we adopt this procedure for gene detection based on the marginal associations between the trait and each SNP. We show that the HC procedure has asymptotically full power upon the rare and weak genetic effects exceeding the detection boundary.
Let
where
In contrast to considering the minimal p-value in a group of SNPs, the HC considers the maximum of the normalized differences between the empirical p-values j/L and the observed p-values p (j) .
Denote the survival function of N (0, 1) asΦ(·). If marginal test statistics S j ∼ N (0, 1), j = 1, . . . , L, and the p-values are two-tailed, the HC statistic can be written as [Arias-Castro, Candès and Plan (2011), Donoho and Jin (2004) ]
To study the theoretical properties of the HC procedure, for technical simplification to obtain the upper bound, we follow Arias-Castro, Candès and Plan (2011) to search for the maximum on a discrete grid and define an HC * procedure with statistic
In practice, we recommend to still use the straight HC in (12).
To simplify discussion, we first consider the case where σ 2 is known. For the genetic model in (1)
The test statistic S j for the association between the trait and SNP j is defined as the marginal correlation:
where x is the L 2 -norm of a vector x. When SNP j is not associated, we have R σ j N (0, 1). Proposition 1 states that the HC * procedure reaches the optimal detection boundary. That is, for some well-controlled type I error rate converging to 0 slowly enough, the statistical power of the HC * procedure converges to 1 for detecting the genetic effects that fall above the detection boundary. Proposition 1. Consider the genetic model setup in (1)-(9). Let the marginal test statistic S j in (13) 
Now we turn to a more realistic case where σ is unknown and cannot be used in genetic association tests. We propose the following tests that incorporate σ estimation. Specifically, the marginal association between the trait and SNP j can be measured by either of the following two test statistics:
where ρ j is the Pearson correlation coefficient between the observed trait values and the genotypes of the jth SNP. T j is the standard T -test statistic when we regress the trait on the jth SNP. When SNP j is not associated, both R j and T j N (0, 1). Note that R j and T j are asymptotically equivalent because ρ j → 0 under the ASW(a, α, r) model for both the null and the alternative hypotheses. The numerical results in Section 6 also show that their performances are very similar in simulations and real GWAS data analysis.
When σ is unknown, we need a slightly stronger condition than that in Proposition 1 to guarantee the proper behavior of the σ estimation. The following theorem shows that the HC * procedure based on R j still reaches the detection boundary.
Theorem 2. Consider the genetic model setup in (1)-(9). Let the marginal test statistic S j in (13) be R j . Under assumptions (A1), (A2.3) and
√ 2δ log L) with δ = min(1, 4r * (α)) has asymptotically full power if r j > r * (α), j ∈ M * . Furthermore, under assumptions (A1) and (A2.5), HC * L (1) has asymptotically full power if r j > r * (α), j ∈ M * . Figure 1 illustrates that the detection boundary for the HC * procedure is the same as the optimal detection boundary.
4. Connections to FDR-controlling methods. Tukey's Higher Criticism (HC) is closely related to methods of controlling the False Discovery Rate (FDR) [e.g., Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) , Efron et al. (2001) ], but is also different in important ways. While there is a long line of works on FDR controlling methods, for reasons of space, we focus our discussion on Benjamini and Hochberg's FDR-controlling method (BH), proposed in Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) . The connection and difference between HC and BH can be briefly summarized as follows:
• Both BH and HC are p-value driven methods, the use of which needs only the p-values associated with all SNPs.
• BH focuses on the regime where the signals are rare but relatively strong, and the goal is signal identification.
• HC focuses on the regime where the signals are so rare and weak that signal identification is frequently impossible, but valid signal detection or screening is still possible and could be substantially helpful.
The formulas of HC and BH are intimately connected. In detail, fix the FDR-control parameter α ∈ (0, 1) (say, α = 5%). The goal of BH is usually to control the expected fraction of false discovered SNPs out of all discovered SNPs (i.e., the FDR) so that it does not exceed α. The procedure selects the SNPs whose p-values are among the k FDR α -smallest as discoveries, where k FDR α is the largest integer k such that
When min 1≤k≤L {Q k } > α, BH reports an empty set of discoveries. Q k is a quantity that has been extensively studied in empirical processes. See, for example, Wellner (1978) . Following the same argument on page 975 of Donoho and Jin (2004) , it can be shown that for any testing critical value 2q log(L) with any 0 < q < 1, the ratio between the expected number of recoveries under the alternative [with signal slightly above the detection boundary in (10)] and the expected number of recoveries under the null is about 1. So the problem of BH for the rare and weak signal (which may be interesting targets in GWAS) is that
As a result, for any α that is bounded away from 1 (say, α ≤ 90%), the BH method reports an empty set of discoveries. The BH method could produce a nonempty set of discoveries if we let α get even closer to 1, but the FDR is so high that the set of discoveries is no longer informative for signal identification.
We will never know what was in Tukey's mind when he proposed the Higher Criticism in 1976 [Tukey (1976) ], but there is an interesting connection between HC and BH (which was proposed about 20 years later) as follows. Suppose we apply Q k to the HC statistic in (12). Heuristically, if k ≪ L and (17) holds,
As before, think of the signal detection problem as testing a null hypothesis H 0 versus an alternative hypothesis H
1 . In the null case where all p-values are i.i.d. from U (0, 1) and so that data contains no signal at all, then HC L,k ≈ N (0, 1) for all k, and HC L,k are uniformly bounded from above by a relatively small number, say, 3. In the alternative case where the p-values come from rare and weak signals, even when Q k ≈ 1 for all k, it is still possible that for some k,
This fact says that even when signals are so rare and weak that signal identification (say, by BH) is impossible, there could still be ample space for valid inference (e.g., screening or signal detection), and HC is such a tool. Partially, we guess, this is the reason why Tukey interprets HC as the second-level significance testing.
Denote the maximizing index k for HC L,k by
Such an index is very different from k FDR α . The index suggests a very interesting phenomenon that is frequently found for rare and weak signals (however, the phenomenon is not that frequently found when signals are rare and strong). Specifically, it is not always the case that k HC = 1; it could happen that the index is larger than 1, say, k HC = 50. When this phenomenon happens, the interpretation is that the strongest evidence against the null is not necessarily the smallest p-value, but is the collection of moderately smallest p-values; see Donoho and Jin (2004) for discussion on moderate significances. When moderate significances contain more information for inference than does the smallest p-value, the HC type methodology is frequently more appropriate than BH, where the goal is shifted from signal identification to detection, to accommodate the presence of weak signals.
Some other gene detection procedures.
With the genetic detection boundary we can show that many well-known SNP-set methods are not optimal for the rare and weak genetic effects. First, we consider the minimal p-value method that treats the smallest p-value in a SNP-set as the measurement for the association between the trait and the SNPs in the set. The following proposition considers the minimal p-value method under cases where σ is either known or unknown.
Proposition 2. Consider the genetic model setup in (1)-(9). Under the assumptions (A1) and (A2.2), the minimal p-value procedure based on R σ j has asymptotically full power if r j > r MP (α), j ∈ M * , and is asymptotically powerless if r j < r MP (α), j ∈ M * , where
Furthermore, under assumptions (A1) and (A2.3), the minimal p-value procedure based on R j has asymptotically full power if r j > r MP (α), j ∈ M * , and is asymptotically powerless if r j < r MP (α), j ∈ M * .
Proposition 2 shows that the minimal p-value method is not optimal because r MP (α) > r * (α) for α ∈ (1/2, 3/4). Figure 1 illustrates the comparison between the minimal p-value method (dashed curve) and the HC procedure (solid curve) regarding the genetic effect (β j = β for all j ∈ M * ) and the heritability. When the associated SNPs are extremely rare with α ∈ (3/4, 1), the two methods have the same detection boundary. However, in a wide range of the proportion of associated SNPs corresponding to α ∈ (1/2, 3/4), the HC procedure can detect significantly weaker genetic effects and heritability than the minimal p-value method does. This regime is more important in combating the detection of the undiscovered common and rare genetic variants that could number in the hundreds [Goldstein (2009) We further consider three commonly used SNP-set methods in the GWAS literature [Luo et al. (2010) ] and show that they are not as good as the minimal p-value method under our model setup. Let S = (S 1 , . . . , S L ) ′ be a vector of marginal test statistics andΣ be the Pearson correlation coefficients among the SNP genotypes, that is,Σ(i, j) =
. First, the linear combination test (LCT) statistic is defined as
where e is the vector of 1s. Second, whenΣ −1 exists, the quadratic test (QT) statistic is defined as
Third, the decorrelation test (DT) statistic is the Fisher's combination test after the decorrelation generating independent p-values:
where the p-values p j = 2Φ(|W j |) and W j is the jth element of W = D −1 S, where D is a triangular matrix of Cholesky decomposition such thatΣ = DD ′ . The following theorem says that LCT, QT and DT are not optimal for rare and weak effects when SNPs are independent or have a polynomially decaying correlation along the distance between the SNPs. Specifically, for the true correlation matrix among the SNPs Σ, we denote the operation norm as Σ = sup {a : a 2 =1} Σa 2 . Σ has a polynomial off-diagnal decay if for positive constants M , λ and C, the magnitude of the (j, k)th element is upper bounded by a polynomial function Because the detection boundary r MP (α) of the minimal p-value method is always less than 1 for each α ∈ (1/2, 1), the SNP-set methods LCT, QT and DT have poorer performance than the minimal p-value method. In particular, this theorem indicates that Fisher's combination test (such as DT) is not a good choice for the rare and weak genetic effects considered here.
6. Simulations and Crohn's disease study. Simulations and real GWAS analysis are conducted to evaluate the performance of HC-type methods and other traditional and newly proposed gene-based SNP-set methods, in which SNP genotypes in genes form sets of covariates. Instead of finding individual causative SNPs, the goal of signal detection here is to test which genes may contain these causative SNPs. Although the above theoretical results focus on model (1), in order to guide practical applications, we study both quantitative and binary traits in the following analysis of three types of data sets (Table 1) : both simulated genotypes and phenotypes, real genotypes and simulated phenotypes, and both real genotypes and phenotypes for Crohn's disease study. The following summarizes the implementation of the methods to be compared:
1. Higher Criticism method. The test statistic is given in (12) 
wherep case ,p control andp all are the estimated MAF in cases, controls and the combined group, respectively. When the jth SNP is not associated, D j N (0, 1), the two-tailed p-values p j = 2Φ(|D j |) are applied to (12) to get the HC statistic.
2. Minimal p-value method (denoted MinP). The association of a SNP set in a gene is determined by the smallest p-value p (1) . This is the most commonly used method in GWAS practice. The p-values are obtained either based on T j in (16) for quantitative traits or D j in (22) for binary traits.
3. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [Ballard, Cho and Zhao (2010) , Wang and Abbott (2008) ]. To measure the significance of a gene, a p-value is obtained by fitting a multiple regression for quantitative traits (or a logistic regression for binary traits) by using the least principal components that count over 85% variation.
4. Ridge regression (denoted Ridge) [He and Wu (2011)] . SNP covariates in a gene are fitted with traits by ridge regression at the tuning parameter that minimizes the prediction error based on cross-validation (R function lm.ridge). The residual sum of squares describes the goodness of fit of the model, and thus is treated as the score for the SNP set. The same procedure is applied to both quantitative and binary traits for simplicity.
Linear combination test (LCT)
, quadratic test (QT) and decorrelation test (DT) [Luo et al. (2010) ]. To calculate the statistics in (18)- (20), we apply S = (T 1 , . . . , T L ) ′ with T j in (16) (22) for binary traits.
6. Kernel-machine test [Wu et al. (2010) ]. This is a SNP-set method that applies the generalized semiparametric models [Liu, Lin and Ghosh (2007) , Wu et al. (2010) ] to detect the association of genes. For the additive genetic model defined in (1), the linear kernel function is recommended by the authors [Wu et al. (2010)] . So the semiparametric model is simplified to either a multiple regression model for quantitative traits (denoted KMT) or logistic regression for binary traits (denoted LKMT). The genetic association is measured by a variance-component score statistic [Zhang and Lin (2003) ]. We apply the R functions implemented by the authors of this method.
6.1. Simulated genotypes and phenotypes. We simulated both genotype and phenotype data to fully control the data structure and genetic effect pattern. Data sets 1 and 2 in Table 1 were obtained in the following. First, to simulate the genotype data, it was assumed that one gene unit contains (2) 2) in the second off-diagonal and 0 elsewhere. The R package mvtBinaryEP [By and Qaqish (2011), Emrich and Piedmonte (1991) ] was used to generate the correlated genotype data. Second, to simulate the phenotype data, we considered the cases of rare and weak genetic effects based on the above theoretical results. Specifically, the rarity parameter was assumed α = 0.76, so K = L 1−α ≈ 3 randomly picked SNPs were made causative. Quantitative traits were generated by model (1) with error variance σ 2 = 1. The sample size was n = 1000. We examined a series of strength parameters r j = r in (9) from 0.4 to 0.9, which correspond to the genetic effects β j in (8) equals b 1 ranging from 0.088 to 0.131, and the heritability of trait ranging in (11) from 0.011 to 0.024. On the other hand, binary traits were generated by a logistic model
Conditional on the genotype data, many diseased (Y = 1) and nondiseased outcomes (Y = 0) were generated according to the genetic risk. Then the retrospective case-control data were collected by randomly sampling 1000 cases and 1000 controls. We considered the coefficient β 0 = −2 and a sequence of nonzero coefficients β j = b 2 ranging from 0.10 to 0.24, which correspond to the disease allele odds ratio ranging from 1.11 to 1.27.
The empirical power was compared based on a well-controlled empirical type I error rate. Specifically, we ran 1000 simulations, each with newly generated genotypes, and then the phenotypes according to a specific genetic model with random locations of causative SNPs. For each simulation, we also permuted the phenotype responses and calculated the test statistics for the null hypothesis of no association. Over all simulations, the 95th percentile of the null statistics was used as the cutoffs to control the type I error rate at a level 0.05. The empirical power, that is, the true positive rate of tests, is the proportion of simulations where the test statistics exceeded the corresponding cutoff. Figures 2 and 3 show the comparisons of empirical power for data sets 1 and 2, respectively. In all the setups, the HC-type methods had the highest power. The comparisons were not significantly affected by these LD structures.
In reality, causative SNPs may not have homogenous contribution to the traits. We simulated data sets 3-5 described in Table 1 for three scenarios of random genetic effects. First, the nonzero coefficients have the same 18 Z. WU ET AL. Fig. 2 . For quantitative traits under the fixed value of nonzero coefficients, HC and HCm have the highest power. X-axis: the strength parameter r in equation (9), which corresponds to the nonzero coefficients βj = b1 in (8). The six panels correspond to six correlation matrices of SNPs: (1) identity matrix, (2) the 1st off-diagonals equal 0.3, (3) the 1st off-diagonals equal 0.25, (4) the 1st off-diagonals equal 0.2, (5) the 1st off-diagonals equal 0.25 and the 2nd off-diagonals equal 0.3, (6) the 1st off-diagonals equal 0.25 and the 2nd off-diagonals equal 0.2. Fig. 3 . For binary traits from the fixed value of nonzero coefficients, HC has the highest power. X-axis: the nonzero coefficients βj = b2 in equation (23). The six panels correspond to the same six correlation matrices of SNPs as those in Figure 2 . Fig. 4 . For quantitative traits from random nonzero coefficients ±b1 with equal probabilities, HC and HCm have the highest power. X-axis: the strength parameter r in equation (9), which corresponds to the nonzero coefficients βj = b1 in (8). The six panels correspond to the same six correlation matrices of SNPs as those in Figure 2. magnitude b 1 , but with random +/− signs of equal probabilities. Second, the nonzero coefficients are uniformly distributed in [b 1 , 1.2b 1 ]. Third, the nonzero coefficients are uniformly distributed in [0.9b 1 , 1.1b 1 ]. Figure 4 shows the comparisons of the methods under random nonzero coefficients ±b 1 with equal probabilities. HC methods were still the best among these methods assessed. Since the genetic effects have two directions, the linear combination test (LCT) causes the signals to cancel out and has low power. The results for the other two scenarios of random genetic effects (data sets 4-5 in Table 1 ) are given in supplementary Figures 1 and 2 [Wu et al. (2014) ].
Our theoretical results in Sections 3-5 are about reliable detection, that is, to get asymptotically full power of detecting true genes containing a small number of weak causative SNPs. In reality, the sample size may not be large enough to allow the power approaching to 1, and there is a chance of obtaining false discoveries. Here we assessed the False Discovery Rate (FDR) of these methods over a variety of type I error rate cutoffs. Figure 5 illustrates the FDR of HC methods for quantitative traits (Data 1 in Table 1) , with the strength parameter r = 0.4-0.9. It can be seen that the FDR is well controlled, with an expected decreasing trend for increasing signal strength r. The HC method was also compared with other methods in terms of the FDR in supplementary Figures 3-8 [Wu et al. (2014) ]. The FDR of the HC method is similar to or lower than those of the other methods.
6.2. Real genotypes and simulated phenotypes. By using real genotype data, we studied how the real allelic distributions and LD structures, which are more complicated than the above simulations, may influence the results. For this purpose, we used the observed SNP genotypes from the data of NIDDK-IBDGC (National Institute of Diabetes, Digestive and Kidney Diseases-Inflammatory Bowel Disease Genetics Consortium) [Duerr et al. (2006) ]. The data contain 851 independent subjects from the Jewish population (417 cases and 434 controls) and 1145 independent subjects from the non-Jewish population (572 cases and 573 controls). SNPs were grouped into 15,860 genes on chromosomes 1-22 according to physical locations of genes and SNPs (NCBI Human Genome Build 35) . For data quality control, SNPs were excluded if they have HWE p-values less than 0.01 or MAF less than 0.01. SNPs were also removed if their genotypes are redundant or have a missing rate over 10%. The final data set contains 307,964 SNPs. The gene length (number of SNPs) ranges from 1 to 844 and is highly skewed to the right: the lower, median and upper quartiles are 3, 7 and 19, respectively. The missing genotypes were imputed as the average over subjects.
Quantitative and binary traits were simulated under similar setups of rare and weak genetic effects as those in Section 6.1. Data sets 6-11 in Table 1 list the parameters and setups based on three genes: BCHE (butyrylcholinesterase) is a gene with 100 SNPs located at 3q26.1-q26.2; EXT1 (exostosin 1) is a gene with 106 SNPs located at 8q24.11; FSHR (follicle stimulating hormone receptor) is a gene with 117 SNPs located at 2p21-p16. At the empirical type I error rate 0.05 from 1000 simulations, Figure 6 shows the empirical power of testing these genes through quantitative (row 1) and Fig. 6 . Power comparison based on genotype data of genes BCHE (left), EXT1 (middle) and FSHR (right), respectively. Row 1 X-axis: the strength parameter r for the genetic effect in equation (9) for the quantitative trait model; row 2 X-axis: the genetic effect β in equation (23) for the binary trait model. binary traits (row 2). It is clear that HC procedures performed similarly to or better than the other SNP-set methods.
We further studied the performance of these gene-detection methods when causative SNPs are simultaneously located within multiple risk genes. Specifically, we took 10 genes found to be associated with Crohn's disease (CD) in the literature [Franke et al. (2010) ] and made each of these contain L 1−α g causative SNPs (rounded to integer), where L g is the number of SNPs in the gth risk gene. The locations of these associated SNPs in each risk gene were randomly chosen. The quantitative traits were then generated by an additive model (1) that contains all the causative SNPs from the 10 risk genes, where each causative SNP has a genetic effect β j defined in (8)- (9) with the rarity parameter α = 0.8 and the strength parameter r j = 0.9. After generating the quantitative trait, we carried out the GWA study by using the whole genotypes data of all 15,860 genes. Data sets 12 and 13 in Table 1 summarize the information on the parameters and setups.
To accommodate the fact that genes have distinct numbers of SNPs and LD structures, we again adapted the permutation test by randomly shuffling the response traits for obtaining the gene-by-gene empirical p-values. For the 10 risk genes, Tables 2 and 3 show their empirical p-values from 10,000 permutations as well as the corresponding ranks (ties are averaged) among all 15,860 genes based on Jewish and non-Jewish data, respectively. Only HC methods reliably had the smallest average p-values and ranks for both data sets. 6.3. Real GWAS of Crohn's disease. Crohn's disease primarily causes ulcerations of the small and large intestines, which affects between 400,000 and 600,000 people in North America alone [Baumgart and Sandborn (2007) , Loftus, Schoenfeld and Sandborn (2002) ]. To detect novel risk genes of Crohn's disease, we applied the above gene-based SNP-set methods to the NIDDK-IBDGC data that contain both real genotypes and Crohn's disease status as the phenotype (see data sets 14 and 15 in Table 1 ).
The genetic architecture of Crohn's disease remains unclear. One way to partially compare the above methods for detecting remaining risk genes is to base on risk genes that have similar properties as those undiscovered ones. In particular, we studied a set of 41 recently reported putative genes that likely contain such SNPs with rare and weak genetic effects to the susceptibility of Crohn's disease [ Table 2 of Franke et al. (2010) ]. The empirical p-values and the corresponding ranks for these 41 genes are summarized in supplementary  Tables 1 and 2 in the supplementary materials [Wu et al. (2014) ] for the Jewish data and the non-Jewish data, respectively. For both data sets the HC method provided higher average ranks for the 41 risk genes than the other methods.
For the top 96 ranked genes by HC and those by MinP methods, 87 of them are common. Nine genes were included in the top 96 genes by HC, but not by MinP: PFAAP5, AGTR1, CDA08, NXPH1, LCN10, OR51G1, FDXR, KIAA1904, and EDG1. Interestingly, by the Catalogue of Somatic Mutations in Cancer (COSMIC), all nine genes contain one or more genetic variations associated to the tumor site on the large intestine. Some of these genes are likely to be relevant according to their functions. For example, PFAAP5 (human phosphonoformate immuno-associated protein 5) on chr13 is likely related to Crohn's disease, a disease of the immune system. AGTR1 (Angiotensin II receptor type 1) on chr3 involves positive regulation of inflammatory response [The UniProt Consortium (2012) ] and is associated with the increase of immunoglobulin [Wallukat et al. (1999) ]. As a critical antibody in mucosal immunity, 3-5 grams of immunoglobulin is secreted daily into the intestinal lumen [Brandtzaeg and Pabst (2004) ]. For NXPH1 (neurexophilin 1) on chr7, neurexophilins are signaling molecules that resemble neuropeptides by binding to alpha-neurexins and possibly other receptors. This gene may be relevant because Crohn's disease can also present with neurological complications. Gene LCN10 is potentially relevant because biopsies of the affected colon of Crohn's patients may show mucosal inflammation, characterized by focal infiltration of neutrophils, a type of inflammatory cell, into the epithelium [Baumgart and Sandborn (2012) ]. Gene EDG1 (endothelial differentiation gene 1) has regulatory functions in normal physiology and disease processes, particularly involving the immune, and influences the delivery of systemic antigens [Arnon et al. (2011) ]. Furthermore, genes AGTR1, CDA08, OR51G1 and EDG1 correspond to the components integral to membranes [Binns et al. (2009) ], thus are also linked to Crohn's disease, which is categorized as a membrane transport protein disorder. Certainly, further biological validations are needed to confirm how these genes are related to Crohn's disease.
7. Discussion. This paper makes several contributions to the literature. First, it considers the detection boundary for rare and weak genetic effects in the GWAS setting. Second, our approach allows for marker dependencies (LD) and unknown error variance, which are lacking in theoretical consideration in the literature and are better aligned with practical GWAS settings. Third, it shows that some of the commonly used SNP-set methods are suboptimal. Fourth, it proposes a HC-based method to evaluate the statistical evidence of association between a set of SNPs and a complex trait. We show that this method achieves the most power for the specified rare and weak genetic effect setting. Application of this method to the second wave of GWAS will likely help researchers identify more trait-associated genes.
Because the values of R-or T -test statistics in (16) depend on the correlations among the genotypic covariates, the HC procedure for optimal gene detection implicitly incorporates the LD information into the hypotheses testing. For example, those SNPs correlated with an associated SNP likely have larger magnitude of their R-or T -test statistics and thus smaller marginal p-values. So the maximization procedure in (12) can capture this information to strengthen the genetic signal. At least in the polynomially decaying correlations defined in (21), this implicit LD-incorporation is asymptotically more powerful than some commonly applied procedures that explicitly calculate and incorporate the correlation matrix into constructing test statistics [Luo et al. (2010) ], as is illustrated by Theorem 3. This paper sheds some light on the power of genetic association studies based on marginal association tests versus joint association tests [Genovese, Jin and Wasserman (2009)] . One interesting discovery of this paper is that the HC procedure based on marginal association tests has actually reached the optimal detection boundary for the additive genetic model in (1). That is, the merit of joint association analysis is probably not for the additively joint genetic effects, but rather for gene-gene interactions Zhao (2009, 2012) ].
Although we have derived some theoretical results in this paper, and the general setup may be a reasonable abstraction of the real model, the assumptions considered are still relatively simple and may not capture the complexity of the real genetic architecture. For example, we did not consider potential gene-gene interactions that are believed to play an important role in biological systems. However, our work does represent advances over the simpler setup in the literature [Arias-Castro, Candès and Plan (2011) , Donoho and Jin (2004) ], with the allowance of genotype covariates and un-known environmental variance. Our theoretical results offer insights on the relative performance of different methods, which were supported by results from simulation and practical GWAS.
Our current work can lead to several future research topics in statistical genetics. The empirical null distribution may depart from N (0, 1) in large scale data due to unobserved covariates and/or correlations [Efron (2004 [Efron ( , 2007a [Efron ( , 2007b ]. It is important to address how likely this problem could arise in gene-based detection in GWAS, and how to theoretically and practically address the issue in detecting sparse heterogeneous mixtures. From a genetics perspective, first, it would be interesting to study more complex genetic models, such as those measuring gene-gene interactions. Second, the proposed HC procedure can be extended to broader applications in genetic studies. We have illustrated the methods for gene detection based on SNPsets grouped within genes. Depending on the scientific interests, SNPs can also be grouped based on other genomic segments or based on pathways containing sets of relevant genes [Luo et al. (2010) , Yu et al. (2009) ]. For example, in a pathway analysis, we can directly calculate the HC statistics using all individual SNPs within the pathway. We can also construct a twolevel study, in which we calculate p-values for genes, for example, by the goodness-of-fit test [Donoho and Jin (2004) , Section 1.6] for all SNPs within those genes, then use p-values of genes to calculate an HC type statistic for each pathway. These strategies will be investigated in further research.
